
Elipsoled Color is an ellipsoidal LED luminaire powered by 91 x 3W RGBLA (18R, 
18G, 19B, 18A, 18L) LEDs. With the addition of Lime LEDs, the fixture enables very 
subtle colour hues and makes the projection look brighter. Also, as a result of its 
advanced colour mixing, the unit sports a virtual colour wheel to match the indus-
try's most popular filters and has colour temperature presets from 2700 to 8000K. 
Last but not least, Elipsoled Color provides 16-bit dimming with 4 dimming curves, 
HSIC colour management, adjustable PWM & RDM function.

elipsoled color

RGBAL LEDs

Thanks to the addition of lime colour to the RGBA color mixing, this 

fixture upgrades the CRI and allows the user to create unique colour 

combinations that would not be possible with the traditional RGB. The 

fixture render a great variety of colours and shades never seen before.

Superior color rendering

ELIPSOLED COLOR has a CRI of >85Ra, providing excellent and 

accurate colour rendering. The CRI (colour rendering index) is a 

quantitative measurement, from 0 to 100, used to indicate how accurate 

a given light source is at rendering the colours of an object.
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Source & Optics
Light Source: 91 RGBLA 3W LEDs 
LEDs life: 50,000 hours
Lens tubes: 5o,10o,19o,26o,36o,50o, 15-30o & 25-50o

Photometric data
Luminous Flux: 5965 Lm
Peak intensity: 53187 cd
Colour rendering: >85Ra
Flux @ 10o: 2200 Lux @ 10m (32 ft.)
Flux @ 19o: 1070 Lux @ 10m (32 ft.)
Flux @ 26o: 800 Lux @ 10m (32 ft.)

Control
DMX channels: 7/9/12/17 (RDM function)
Operational modes: DMX, Static, Master/Slave & 
On-board control

Effects & Functions
Advanced RGBLA colour mixing
12 Colour temperature presets
HSIC colour management
16 colour presets
Dimmer: Full range 0-100% (16-bit)
4 dimming modes
Strobe effect: 0-20 fps
Adjustable PWM 
Flat and even light field with manual focus
Standard beam shutters

Physical
OLED display
DMX connectors: 4 XLR connectors 
PowerCON® In/Out
Dimensions: 600x370x370 mm. 
Weight: 8.3 Kg. 
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